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Spreadsheet software is a practical and powerful computing and graphical tool. This study presents a simple
way to build a physics simulation in spreadsheet software. The simulation aims to visualise spatial light intensity
distribution on an optical fibre core. The simulation can visualise various modes. The mathematical equation in
optical fibre is quite complicated. The visualisation may help students in interpreting the mathematical equation
and making a connection between theoretical modelling and experiment.
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1. Introduction

Spreadsheet is a powerful computing and graphical tool.
Users can use spreadsheet easily without requiring com-
plex programming language. Therefore, spreadsheet is
widely used by people who work in various fields such as
economy, engineering, and physics.

In physics, people use spreadsheet for research and ed-
ucation. For research purposes, it can be used to analyse
the research data and display the data in a more commu-
nicative form, such as a chart. For education purposes,
we can build simple simulations and visualisations when
we are discussing a physical equation.

Integrating simulation in physics teaching has some
benefits for students, such as fostering understanding
in science content, stimulating inquiry skills [1], and en-
hancing metamodeling knowledge [2]. Through variables
manipulation and physical effect observation in simula-
tion, the learning process becomes more applicable to
real-world problems [3]. Moreover, real-experiments that
are too complex, costly, time-consuming, or risky to be
handled in the classroom are possible to be re-created
via simulation [4]. As simulation can simplify the real
complex environment, it can reduce cognitive load and
allow the students to focus on specific target concepts
[1].

Spreadsheet provides a powerful feature that can be
utilised for simulating physical phenomena. Because there
is no need to use complex programming language, spread-
sheet is very appealing for both introductory and ad-
vanced physics class. There are several papers which
present the application of spreadsheet in physics edu-
cation, e.g.: see [5]–[13]. Spreadsheet has been used to
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provide a vivid geometrical picture of lens rays [13]. A
simulation of projectile motion has been built in spread-
sheet [8]. Trajectories of charged particles also can be
visualised using a spreadsheet [12].

Although spreadsheet is widely used in introductory
physics course, the use of spreadsheet in advanced topic
like fibre optics is still limited. On the other hand, the
mathematical equation in fibre optics is more complex.
Visualisation with spreadsheet will be helpful for students
in interpreting the complex equation and making link
between theory and experiment. In this paper, we want
to present another spreadsheet application in physics
education. We use spreadsheet to visualise the spatial
distribution of light intensity on an optical fibre core.
The visualisation might be useful for students who take
an advanced physics course.

2. Theory

Typically, optical fibre is constructed from two main
components, i.e. core and cladding, such as illustrated in
Figure 1. The refractive index of the cladding must be
lower than the core to enable total internal reflection in
the core. Total internal reflection is the key mechanism
to keep the light stay in the core. It causes the fibre to
act as a waveguide.

Figure 1: The structure of an optical fibre.
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Light is an electromagnetic wave; it has magnetic and
electric field components. The electric field (Ē) and mag-
netic field H̄ is perpendicular to each other. Both of
them propagate along optical fibre axis as transversal
waves. Mathematically, the electric and magmatic field
propagation can be expressed as:

Ē = Ex (r, φ, z) î = Ex0 (r, φ) e−iβz î (1)

H̄ = Hy (r, φ, z) ĵ = Hy0 (r, φ) e−iβz ĵ (2)

All components of the electric and magnetic fields follow
the Helmholtz equation, i.e. ∇2U +n2 (r) k2

oU = 0. In the
cylindrical coordinate, the electromagnetic field follows
the equation:

∂2Ex
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0 − β2)
Ex = 0 (3)

Function of Ex0 (r, φ) in Equation (1) can be written as
the product of two functions of r and φ:

E0x (r, φ) = R (r) Φ (φ) (4)

We apply Equation (4) and Equation (1) to Equation (3)
to get:
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The left-hand side of Equation (5) only depends on r,
while the right-hand side of Equation (5) only depends on
φ. Both sides of Equation (5) must be equal to a constant
since r and φ are varying independently. By defining the
constant is l2, Equation (5) can be separated as:

d2Φ
dφ2 + Φl2 = 0, (6)

and
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= 0. (7)

The solution of Equation (6) is simply a cosine or sine
function. It can be written as:

Φ(φ) ∝ cos (lφ + α) , (8)

where α is constant phase shift and l is an integer; l is
also known as azimuth number. For optical fibre core,
the solution of differential equation in Equation (7) is
the Bessel function of the first kind, Jl(kT r).Meanwhile,
for the optical fibre cladding, the solution is the modified
Bessel function of the second kind, Kl(γr) [14]. These
solutions may be written as follows:

R (r) ∝
{

Jl (kT r) , r < a (core)
Kl (γr) , r ≥ a (cladding) (9)

where k2
T and γ2 are defined as:

k2
T = n2

1k2
0 − β2 (10)

γ2 = β2 − n2
2k2

0 (11)

By combining Equation (9) and Equation (8) and by
taking the phase shift α = 0, the full solution of the
electric field will be:

Ex =
{

E0Jl (kT r) cos lφ e−iβz, r < a (core)
E0Kl (γr) cos lφ e−iβz, r ≥ a (cladding)

(12)
Within an analogous way, the full solution of the magnetic
field can be expressed as [14]:

Hy = Ex

η
(13)

where η is a constant called intrinsic impedance.
The scalar function of the field in the Equation (12)

must be continuous and have a continuous derivative at
r = a. Those conditions are satisfied if:

(kT a) J
′

l (kT a)
Jl(kT a) = (γa) K

′

l (γa)
Kl(γa) (14)

The Bessel functions and their derivatives satisfy these
following relations:

J
′

l (x) = ±Jl∓1 (x) ∓ l
Jl (x)

x
, (15)

K
′

l (x) = −Kl∓1 (x) ∓ l
Kl (x)

x
. (16)

By substituting Equation (15) and Equation (16) to
Equation (14), we will get the characteristic equation in
Equation (17)

X
Jl±1 (X)
Jl (X) = ±Y

Kl±1 (Y )
Kl (Y ) , Y =

√
V 2 − X2, (17)

where, X = kT a, Y = γa and V 2 = X2 + Y 2 =(
n2

1 − n2
2
)

k2
0a2

Equation (17) has multiple roots of X, even for a fixed
l; the roots are denoted as Xlm. Each pair of l and m
associated with one mode. A mode is denoted by LPlm.
According to Equation (17), the value of Xlm are limited
by V parameter. The value of Xlm can vary between
0 and V . Each optical fibre has a specific parameter
called fibre parameter or V parameter which governs
the number of modes of the fibre and the propagation
constant.

For fibre with large V parameters, there are many
roots on the interval 0 < X < V . If we let X to be
maximum, the right-hand side of Equation (17) will be
zero. Hence, Equation (17) can be solved by finding the
roots for Jl±1 (X). The roots of Jl±1 (X) is denoted as
xlm:

xlm =
(

l + 2m − 1
2 ± 1

)
π

2 ≈ (l + 2m) π

2 (18)

l = 0, 1, 2, . . . ; m = 1, 2, . . . .
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Equation (18) determines the cutoff point of mode [15].
Because X should be less than V , the allowed modes are
restricted by condition:

(l + 2m) π

2 < V. (19)

Since X = kT a, by using Equation (18), we can determine
kT .

kT ≈ π

2a
(l + 2m) (20)

The value of kT depends on l and m. Thus, each mode
has a specific value of kT .

Propagation constant can be determined by substitut-
ing Equation (20) to the relation in Equation (10).

β ≈
√

n2
1k2

0 − π2

4a2 (l + 2m)2 (21)

Propagation constant, β should be real to ensure that the
specified mode can propagate in the optical fibre. The
allowed modes, which satisfy (l + 2m) π

2 < V , always
lead to real value of β.

The intensity of light in optical fibre is equal to the
magnitude of poynting vector < ~S >. Hence [14],

I =
∣∣∣< ~S >

∣∣∣ = 1
2Re

{
ExH∗

y

}
(22)

The solutions of electric field and magnetic field are sub-
stituted to Equation (22) in order to get full expression
of light intensity in optical fibre core, I.

I = 1
2η

|Ex|2 = 1
2η

E2
0 J2

l (kT r) cos2 lφ ,

Or
I = I0 J2

l (kT r) cos2 lφ (23)

3. Method

We utilise spreadsheet software to visualise the spatial
intensity distribution on an optical fibre core. The spread-
sheet has a surface contour chart feature, which can be
used to plot spatial distribution in Equation (23). The
polar coordinate is used in Equation (23), but we can
only use x − y coordinates in spreadsheet. Thus, we have
to transform the polar coordinate to x − y coordinate.
This transformation is given as:

r =
√

x2 + y2, (24)

and
φ = tan−1 y

x
. (25)

For visualisation purposes, the radius of the core is fixed
to be 0.00007 unit. Thus the y and x coordinates are
ranging from -0.00007 to 0.00007 unit. We insert slider us-
ing Macros for changing the value of l and m to improve
the interactivity of the spreadsheet-based simulation. In
this simulation, we assume that the optical fibre has a
very large V parameter. The azimuth index, l can be
varied from 0 to 100. Meanwhile, the m index can be
changed from 1 to 100. Figure 2 illustrates the spread-
sheet. The formula for calculating the spatial distribution
is presented in Table 1.

4. Results and Discussion

In this study, we construct a simple simulation using
spreadsheet to visualise the spatial distribution of light
intensity on the optical fibre core for various l and m.

Figure 2: Screenshot of the spreadsheet used to study spatial intensity distribution at the optical fibre core.
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Table 1: The formula used in the spreadsheet
Cell Variable Formula
B2 Core radii a = 0.00007
B6 Azimuth index (l), input range (1,100), interval 1
D2 kT coefficient =(B6+2*D6)*PI()/2/B2
D6 Index m input range (1,100), interval 1
G3-ER3 y−coordinate range (-0.00007, 0,000007), interval 0.000001
G4-F144 x−coordinate range (-0.00007, 0,000007), interval 0.000001
H4-ER144 Intensity =BESSELJ($D$2*SQRT($G4^2+H$3^2), $B$6)^2*(COS($B$6*ATAN($G4/H$3)))^2

Figure 3 shows the spatial distribution of intensity on
the core of optical fibre for l = 0, 1, 2, 3, and m = 1, 2.
For l = 0, the intensity peak is located at the central
part. There is only one lobe that exists. For l = 1, the

Figure 3: Spatial distribution of intensity on the optical fibre
core with l=0,1,2,3, and m=1, 2.

light distribution at the central part is broken up into
two lobes. The intensity is not centralised anymore. For
l = 2, we can see 4 lobes at the centre. For l > 0, we see
that there is a pattern to calculate the number of lobes,
n = 2l

For l > 0, there is no light intensity at the central
point of the core, forming a hollow dark region. As the
value of l becomes higher, the hollow area at the centre
becomes wider (see Figure 4). If we look at the intensity
distribution for high l, the intensity becomes weaker. For
l = 25, the light is almost invisible (see Figure 5).

The spatial intensity patterns visualised in this simula-
tion are in agreement with previous experimental works.
Intensity patterns for l = 0, m = 1 (LP01); l = 1, m =
1 (LP11); l = 1, m = 2 (LP12); and l = 2, m = 1 (LP21)
in Figure 3 are similar with the experimental result re-
ported in [16]. The intensity pattern for l = 3, m = 1
(LP31) resembles the LP31 mode pattern reported in [17].
Spatial Intensity pattern for l = 8, m = 1 (LP81) (see
Figure 4) is in agreement with experimental observation
conducted in [18].

Figure 5 illustrates the spatial distribution of intensity
on the optical fibre core with high l. As can be seen,
the intensity is very low for modes with higher l. This
phenomenon will naturally occur as the field decay signifi-
cantly as l becomes larger. Equation (22) describes that
the intensity is proportional to the square of the field.
The field itself is in the form of the Bessel function of the
first kind. Bessel function of the first kind (for l > 0) is
an oscillating function with decaying amplitude. As the
kT and l become larger, the function becomes more oscil-
lating, and the amplitude becomes smaller. Moreover, as
l become larger, the first peak of the oscillation tends to
move away from the centre of the fibre. It leads to the
wider hollow area at the centre of the optical fibre core.
The profile of Bessel function and squared Bessel Func-
tion for various values of l are given in the Supporting
Information.

5. Strategic Implementation in the
Classroom

This simple simulation can be embedded in a physics
classroom when discussing topics about optical fibre
modes. The teacher can start from mathematical deriva-
tion and then show the simulation to visualise the equa-
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Figure 4: Spatial distribution of intensity on the optical fibre core with l=0,1,2,3, and m=1.

Figure 5: Spatial distribution of intensity on the optical fibre core with l=10,25,50, and m=1.

tion. Another option is students are asked to build their
simulation after deriving the mathematical equation.

The simulation can also become a bridge between theo-
retical modelling and experiment. Students and teachers
can experiment with optical fibre modes in the labo-
ratory and then compare their observations with the
theoretical modelling-based simulation. When we have
to deal with distance learning, in particular during the
pandemic period, the experiment can be replaced by a
video demonstration. Video demonstration about optical
fibre modes are available free in some websites, such as
in MIT OpenCourseWare [19]

6. Conclusions

In this paper, we have shown one application of spread-
sheet software in an advanced physics classroom. We
construct spreadsheet-based physics simulation to visu-
alise the spatial intensity distribution on the optical fibre
core. More advanced software such as Matlab, Maple

or Wolfram Mathematica can also be used to construct
the visualisation. Visualisation of core intensity profile in
optical fibre is also available free in the Wolfram Demon-
stration Project [20]. We choose the spreadsheet program
simply because many students and teachers are already
familiar with it. The simulation helps students to inter-
pret a mathematical equation and understand the physics
concept under consideration. Moreover, it can also be
a bridge between theoretical modelling and experiment
results.
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Figure S1. The Plot of Bessel function of the first kind
Jl(kT r) versus the distance from the center of optical
fiber, r for various order, l.

Figure S2. Plot of The Squared-Bessel function of the
first kind J2

l (kT r) versus the distance from the center of
optical fiber, r for various order, l.
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